


Who are EITG

 Founded in 1995

 New Zealand owned

 Part of an international consortium

 Represented in Africa, Asia, USA, Europe and Australia

 Forestry and other carbon credit projects 

 Web site www.eitg.co.nz

 Published ‘Carbon Monitor’ since 1995



Our Credentials

 Piers Maclaren – October 2007

 I have no hesitation in recommending the Environmental 

Intermediaries & Trading Group as being an organisation that 

has been involved in carbon trading since long before it became 

fashionable. Their regular news release The Carbon Monitor has 

been one of my sources for years. These people are not fly-by-

nighters! Moreover, they would be far less likely to make 

mistakes than a newer organisation. They are not cowboys!



Why Should you Opt In to the ETS?

 Opt out or fail to opt in

 Government manages your credits

 Government guarantees to cover harvest liability

 Opt in and you are granted credits 

 These credits can be used to cover harvest liabilities

 Officials say current Governments cannot bind future 

Governments

 Fishing quota example – those who did not take them lost the right

CONCLUSION YOU MUST OPT IN



You Must Surrender Credits at Harvest



What is my Risk in Trading Credits?

 Loss during the rotation

 Fire, slips and consequential loss of carbon stocks

 Cumulative

 Not knowing the price of carbon at harvest

 Sell at $20 buy back $20 no problem

 Sell at $20 buy back $100 problem?

 Sell at $20 buy back $40 problem?



Managing Risk and Optimising Income

 By working with EITG we incorporate your credits into a ‘carbon 

pool’ which are held for the purposes of generating income from 

the credits.

 Optimises the income by offering large parcels of credits

 Optimises the income by creating alternate revenue streams

 Protects participants by sharing other risks like fire and other losses

 Pool supplies enough credits for harvest at a pre agreed fixed price



How Does EITG help post 1989 Forest 

Owners 

 Works with professional forest managers to

 Assist with interpretation and implementation of the NZETS

 Assist with the measurement and entering of the credits into the 

emissions registry

 Provides the Carbon Pool Structure and its benefits to NZ forest 

owners

 Provides a bridge between forest owners with relatively small 

holdings and emitters with requirements into the millions of 

tonnes
Large Emitters NZ and Off Shore
Genesis, BP, Caltex, NZ Steel



Publications and Resources

 Carbon Monitor subscribe@eitg.co.nz

 Forest Owners Carbon Guide forestguide@eitg.co.nz

 Web Site www.eitg.co.nz

 Contact

 South Island – Iain MacDonald iain.macdonald@eitg.co.nz

027 438 2544

 Your NZIF registered forest manager

http://www.eitg.co.nz/
mailto:iain.macdonald@eitg.co.nz

